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Abstract. In order to provide a lightweight accountable and anonymous authentication solution for resource-constrained devices, this paper proposes a variant
of group signature scheme called LA3 . The design is based on the assumptions of
the DDH, q-SDH, q-DDHI and LRSW problems, as well as the knowledge of exponent assumption. A security model has been formally defined, and proofs have
been provided to show that, the LA3 scheme achieves the security properties of
non-frameability, traceability and selfless anonymity in the random oracle model.
We have also implemented the LA3 scheme and compared its performance to that
of a few classic group signature schemes. The results show that the LA3 scheme
achieves much higher computational efficiency.

1

Introduction

More and more services have been provided over the Internet or other forms of networks
such as mobile ad hoc networks, sensor networks, home networks, and body-area networks. To ensure a service is accessed only by authorized clients, it is a common practice that a client first authenticates itself before its request is served. If service requests
may leak private information of clients, it is further demanded that the authentication
algorithm keep anonymity for clients; meanwhile, accountability must be achieved to
prevent the anonymity mechanisms from being exploited maliciously.
Resource-constrained devices may be used in the client and/or server side to access/provide online services. For example, it has been popular for people to access
Internet services pervasively by using mobile phones, smart watches or other tiny terminals, which typically have low computational capacity and prefer to run in low CPU
cycles for the sake of power saving. As another example, a network of wireless sensors deployed in battlefield for surveillance may allow soldiers to access them, where
the service devices (i.e., sensors or sensor gateways) and/or the client devices (i.e., mobile devices carried by soldiers) could be resource-constrained. In these scenarios, it is
desired to deploy lightweight accountable and anonymous authentication algorithms.
Many accountable and anonymous authentication schemes [15,41,48,32,35,29] have
been proposed for controlled access to online services. These schemes are mainly built
upon classic group signature algorithms [19,4,5,17,11,10,18,16,43,38,40,30,25,3,13,14,27]
which provides provable anonymity and traceability. However, the computational costs
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introduced by these schemes may be too high for thin devices, as they were not designed for resource-constrained devices. Most of classic group signature primitives employ bilinear pairing, which are usually implemented over Elliptic curves. As shown by
the works [44,26,47,50,22,45] on implementing Elliptic curve based cryptography on
resource-constrained devices, bilinear pairing is much more complex and computationally expensive than the point addition and multiplication operations over Elliptic curve.
Also, recent advances in group signature [25,33,31,34,20,6,12] have been focused on
developing the primitives that are secure post-quantum, which are even more costly in
terms of computational and communication overheads than the classic group signature
primitives. Based on the above observations, we develop LA3 , a lightweight accountable and anonymous authentication scheme, in which each authentication transaction
requires only a few efficient operations over cyclic groups and finite fields.
LA3 scheme assumes three types of entities in the system: a service provider (called
verifier) that needs to verify whether a client has the privilege to access its service, a
group of clients (called provers) that need to prove their access privileges, and a trusted
authority responsible for choosing system parameters and initializing the verifier and
provers. Following the protocol of LA3 , a prover and the verifier can interact with each
other in an authentication transaction; the scheme can also be used for clients to anonymously generate signatures for messages, and for the verifier to verify the signatures.
The prover can keep anonymous to the verifier; but the authority is able to trace out the
prover based on the authentication transcript when needed.
The security of LA3 relies on the hardness assumptions of the Decisional DiffieHellman (DDH) [8], q-Strong Diffie-Hellman (q-SDH) [10], q-Decisional Diffie-Hellman
Inversion (q-DDHI) [46] and LRSW problems [36], as well as the Knowledge of Exponent Assumption [7]. Intuitively, the LA3 has the following security properties:
– Non-frameability. It is hard for the verifier and any coalition of provers to impersonate any innocent prover (i.e., any prover not belonging to the coalition) in an
authentication transaction.
– Traceability. It is hard for any coalition of provers to succeed in an authentication
transaction without revealing any of their IDs to the authority.
– Selfless Anonymity. It is hard for the verifier and any coalition of provers to determine which of two or more innocent provers involves in an authentication transaction.
Note that, LA3 is a variant of classic group signature schemes, which have full
traceability and selfless anonymity. Similar to the classic schemes, LA3 provides selfless anonymity for provers and the tracing and revocation capabilities for the trusted
authority, and it enables verifier local revocation. LA3 differs from the classic group
signature schemes in two main aspects. First, the classic schemes publish public group
keys to allow everyone knowing the public key to perform verification, but LA3 only allows the verifier to do so; this is the cost paid to achieve the simplicity and lightweight.
However, this not a serious limitation to our target application scenarios of authentication for resource access [41], where only some resource manager (not all group members) needs to perform verification. Second, LA3 provides a weaker traceability than
classic schemes in that, the authority can trace an authentication transcript to a prover
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only if the verifier is not malicious; that is, a malicious verifiable is able to forge a transcript that the authority cannot trace to any prover that it has initialized. However, this is
not a problem to our target application scenario, because if an untraceable transaction is
found, the verifier must be the only entity responsible for it; hence, this feature can deter
a verifier from forging signatures. More over, LA3 has the feature of non-frameability;
that is, even the verifier can forge a transaction, it (even colluding with some clients)
cannot frame an innocent client by forging a transaction tracing to the innocent client.
We have implemented the LA3 scheme, and compared its performance to that of
a few classic group signature schemes. The results show that, as operations needed in
the authentication process are simpler, the computational efficiency of LA3 scheme is
much higher than that of the compared classic group signature schemes; particularly, it
is more than 10 times faster than the group signature scheme proposed by Boneh and
Shacham [11], which has wide applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally defines the problem.
Section 3 elaborates our design. Section 4 presents the security properties. Section 5
reports the performance evaluation results. Section 6 summarizes the related work and
compares LA3 scheme with them. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2
2.1

Problem Definition
Notations and Assumptions

Let Zp denote a prime finite field, where p > 2κ and κ is a security parameter; let G be
a multiplicative cyclic group of p elements, with g as a generator. Our proposed design
is based on the following hard problems and assumptions:
Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) Problem [8]: given g, g a , g b and g c in G, determine if c = ab.
2
q
q-Strong Diffie-Hellman (q-SDH) Problem [10]: given g, g x , g x , · · · , g x in G
find (c, g 1/(c+x) ) where c ∈ Zp .
2
q-Decisional Diffie-Hellman Inversion (q-DDHI) Problem [46]: Given g, g x , g x ,
q
· · · , g x and g 1/(x+y) in G, determine if y = 0.
LRSW Problem [36]: Given g, g x and g y in G and oracle O which on input s returns (g 0 , (g 0 )sy , (g 0 )x+sxy ) where g 0 = g z for some z ∈ Zp , compute (b, t, bty , bx+txy )
where b 6= g 0 ∈ G and t is not one of the s that has been queried.
Knowledge of Exponent Assumption (KEA) [7]. We use the following general
form: For any adversary A that takes input (gi , gis ) for i = 1, · · · , n and returns group
element (C, Y ) such that Y = C s , there exists an “extractor”Q
Ā which, given the same
n
inputs as A, returns xi ∈ Zp for i = 1, · · · , n such that C = i=1 gixi .
2.2

Scheme Overview

We consider a system that is composed of a verifier, a set of provers, and an off-line
trusted authority which is responsible for initializing the verifier and provers as well as
tracing the provers. Our proposed scheme includes the following algorithms.
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– System Initialization, with which the trusted authority initializes system secrets. It
is formally denoted as SystemInit(1κ ) → SS, where κ is a security parameter and
SS is a set of system secrets.
– Verifier Initialization, with which the authority initializes the verifier. It is formally
denoted as V erif ierInit (SS) → VK, where VK is the verification key.
– Prover Initialization, with which the authority initializes a prover. It is formally
denoted as P roverInit (SS, u) → (u, PKu , Tu ), where u is the ID of the new
prover, PKu is the proof key and Tu is the tracing token. The authority gives the
prover u and PKu , but keeps Tu for tracing or revoking the prover when needed.
– Authentication Protocol, with which prover u authenticates itself with the verifier.
It includes the following two algorithms:
• P rove(PKu , c̃) → (r̃). This algorithm is used by prover u, who holds proof
key PKu , takes challenge c̃ from the verifier, and outputs response r̃.
• V erif y(VK, RT, c̃, r̃) → 1/0. This algorithm is used by the verifier. It holds
verification key VK, takes as inputs the revocation token set RT (i.e., the set
of tokens of all revoked provers) and the authentication transcript (c̃, r̃), and
outputs 1 if the verification is a success or 0 otherwise.
– Prover Tracing, with which the authority traces the identity of a prover based on
an authentication transcript. It is formally denoted as T race(T, c̃, r̃), → u, which
takes as inputs the set T = {Tu |∀u} of all provers’ tokens and an authentication
transcript (c̃, r̃), and outputs the ID u of the prover who generated response r̃.

2.3

Security Definitions

Our design aims to achieve the following security properties:

Correctness
Definition 1. The scheme is correct if: the authentication transcript generated by the
verifier and a prover u that has not been revoked, must be verified successfully. Formally,
(P rove(PKu , c̃) → r̃) ⇒ [(V erif y(VK, RT, c̃, c̃) → 1) ∨ (Tu ∈ RT)].

(1)

Non-frameability Intuitively, non-frameability defines the property that, the verifier
and any set of collusive provers cannot impersonate any innocent prover. Its formal
definition is as follows.
Definition 2. A scheme is (t, qA , ) non-frameable if no adversary can win the following Non-frameability Game with a probability greater than , in time t with no more
than qA authentication queries on each prover.
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Non-frameability Game The game is between an adversary and a challenger, and composed of the following phases.
– Phase I: Initialization. The challenger initializes one verifier and a set of n provers.
– Phase II: Queries. The adversary can issue the following types of queries and the
challenger should respond accordingly.
• Corruption of the verifier: The adversary issues a corruption query on the verifier. In response, the challenger returns the verification key.
• Corruption of a prover u: The adversary issues a corruption query on a prover
u. The challenger responds with the proof key of the prover.
• Authentication for a prover v: The adversary issues an authentication query for
a prover v, and provides a challenge c̃. In response, the challenger returns a
valid response r̃ on behalf of prover v.
• Hash: The adversary issues a hash query, and the challenge responds with an
element of Zp randomly and consistently.
– Phase III: Adversary’s Response. The adversary provides transcript c̃0 and r̃0 .
The adversary wins if the response satisfies the following conditions: (i) The authentication is successful; i.e., V erif y(VF, ∅, c̃0 , r̃0 ) = 1. (ii) The authentication transaction
traces to a prover. (iii) If the authentication transcript traced to prover w, then no authentication query has been made for w with challenges c̃0 , and no corruption query has
been made on prover w.
Traceability Intuitively, traceability defines the property that, authentication transcripts
forged by any coalition of collusive provers must trace to one of these provers; note that,
the verifier is not part of the coalition. Its formal definition is as follows.
Definition 3. A scheme is (t, ) traceable if no adversary can win the following Traceability Game with a probability greater than  in time t.
Traceability Game The game is between an adversary and a challenger, and composed
of the following phases.
– Phase I: Initialization. The challenger initializes one verifier and a set of provers.
– Phase II: Pre-challenge Queries. The adversary can issue three types of queries,
namely, corruption of a prover, authentication for a prover, and hash. and the challenger responds accordingly as in the Non-frameability Game.
– Phase III: Challenge. The challenger provides a challenge c̃0 .
– Phase IV: Post-challenge Queries. This is the same as Phase II.
– Phase V: Adversary’s Response. The adversary responds with r̃0 .
The adversary wins if the response satisfies the following conditions: (i) V erif y(VK, ∅,
c̃0 , r̃0 ) = 1. (ii) The authentication transcript cannot trace to any prover which has been
corrupted or has been queried for authentication; i.e., if P denotes such set of provers,
then T race(T, c̃0 , r̃0 ) → u where u ∈ P.
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Selfless Anonymity Intuitively, selfless anonymity defines the property that, the verifier and any coalition of collusive provers cannot determine which innocent prover involve in an authentication process; thus, the anonymity of prover is achieved. Its formal
definition is as follows.
Definition 4. A scheme is (t, qA , ) selfless anonymous if no adversary can win the
following Selfless Anonymity Game with a probability greater than , in time t with
less than qA authentication queries on each prover.
Selfless Anonymity Game The game is between an adversary and a challenger, and
composed of the following phases.
– Phase I: Initialization. A verifier and a set of provers.
– Phase II: Pre-Challenge Queries. The adversary can issue four types of queries,
namely, corruption of the verifier, corruption of a prover, authentication for a
prover, and hash, which are responded by the challenger as in the Non-frameability
Game.
– Phase III: Challenge. The adversary selects two provers u0 and u1 from P that
have not been compromised. The challenger randomly picks i from 0 or 1, and
presents a response generated by ui .
– Phase IV: Post-Challenge Queries. The same as Phase II except that corruption
queries cannot be made on provers u0 or u1 .
– Phase V: Adversary’s Response. The adversary returns i0 ∈ {0, 1}.
The adversary wins if i0 = i.

3

Our Construction

The intuition of the proposed construction is as follows: The authority randomly picks
numbers k1 , d and l and a polynomial C(x) from Zp . Each prover in the system is
associated with a unique set of randomly selected numbers and polynomials including
(i) ID u, (ii) numbers λu , su and eu , and (iii) polynomial Bu (x); based on the above,
prover u is also associated with polynomial Fu (x) such that
λu (k1 + k2 su + 1)C(x) + Bu (x)d + eu l + Fu (x) = 0, where k2 = 1 − k1 .

(2)

The authority initializes each prover u by assigning to it a proof key that encodes λu ,
su , Bu (x), eu and Fu (x), and initializes the verifier by assigning to it a verification
key that encodes k1 , d, l and C(x). Note that, some of these numbers and polynomials
are not given in plain text, but encoded into the exponents of group elements in order
to achieve the afore-defined security properties. In every authentication transaction, the
verifier provides some challenge that is never reused. The prover generates response
based on the challenge and its proof key, to prove its knowledge of the key without
exposing its identity or the key. The verifier can determine if the prover has the required
key through some test derived from Eq. (2). The scheme is presented in detail as follows.
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3.1

System Initialization

The trusted authority initializes the system by selecting c0 , c1 , d, k1 and l randomly
from Zp where p ≥ 2κ , and let k2 = 1 − k1 . Formally, the procedure of system
initialization can be specified as SystemInit(1κ ) → SS = {c0 , c1 , d, k1 , k2 , l}.
3.2

Verifier Initialization

The authority provides the following secrets to the verifier: k1 , k2 , l, C(x), and dˆ = g d .
The procedure of verifier initialization can be formally specified as V erif ierInit(SS) →
ˆ
VK = {k1 , k2 , l, c0 , c1 , d}.
3.3

Prover Initialization

Each prover is given a unique ID u and the following secrets:
R

k1
– k̂u,0 = g λu and k̂u,1 = k̂u,0
, where λu ←
− Zp ;
R

R

R

– su ←
− Zp ; bu ←
− Zp ; êu = g eu where eu ←
− Zp ;
0
0
0
0
0
0
fu,1
, F̂u,1
= g fu,1 , F̂u,0 = g fu,0 and F̂u,0
= g fu,0 , where fu,1 , fu,1
, fu,0 , fu,0
∈
– F̂u,1 = g
0
0
Zp and Fu (x) = (fu,1 + fu,1 )x + (fu,0 + fu,0 ) satisfies Eq. (2).
Formally, the procedure of initializing prover u is specified as P roverInit(SS, u) →
0
0
(PKu , Tu ), where PKu = {k̂u,0 , k̂u,1 , su , Bu (x), êu , F̂u,1 , F̂u,1
, F̂u,0 , F̂u,0
} and Tu =
{λu , su , bu }. Note that Tu is not provided to prover u but is kept by the authority for
the purpose of tracing or revoking a prover.
3.4

Authentication Protocol

The authentication protocol runs as follows.
1. When a prover u sends a verification request to the verifier.
2. The verifier randomly picks a challenge r10 ∈ Zp and sends it to the prover.
3. The prover works as follows to generate a response.
R
(a) It picks r20 ←
− Zp , and computes r = h(r10 |r20 ), where h() is a hash function
mapping arbitrary strings to Zp .
R
(b) It picks α, β, ξ ←
− Zp , and computes and sends the following to the verifier:
au,1,r = 2α + ξ − 1, au,2,r = α(su + 1) + ξ − 1, Bu,r = αβBu (r), (3)
β
β
, k̂u,2,r = (k̂u,0 )−ξ , k̂u,3,r = (k̂u,1 )−ξ , (4)
k̂u,0,r = k̂u,0
, k̂u,1,r = k̂u,1
0
0
êu,r = (êu )αβ , F̂u,r = [(F̂u,1 F̂u,1
)r (F̂u,0 F̂u,0
)]αβ . (5)

4. The verifier tests if
and

k a

1 u,1,r
(k̂u,0,r

k1
k1
k̂u,1,r = k̂u,0,r
, k̂u,3,r = k̂u,2,r
,

(6)

+k2 au,2,r +1

(7)

k̂u,2,r )C(r) dˆBu,r êlu,r F̂u,r = g 0 .

If the above tests are successful, the verifier will check if the prover has been revoked as detailed in Section 3.6. If the prover is not revoked, the verification succeeds.
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Hence, the authentication protocol can be formally expressed as
P rove(PKu , c̃) → r̃,

(8)

V erif y(VK, c̃, r̃) → 1/0,

(9)

where c̃ = {r10 } and r̃ = {r20 , au,1,r , au,2,r , k̂u,0,r , k̂u,1,r , k̂u,2,r , k̂u,3,r , Bu,r , êu,r , F̂u,r }.
3.5

Tracing Algorithm

The authority keeps Ti = {si , λi , bi } for each prover i that it has initialized. Given
k̂u,0,r , au,1,r , au,2,r and Bu,r responded by a prover during authentication, the authority
traces the prover as follows. For each prover ID i,
α0 = (au,2,r − au,1,r )/(si − 1).
Then, if

α0 B (r)/(λi Bu,r )

k̂u,0,ri

= g,

(10)

(11)

the prover involved in the authentication transaction is traced to prover i.
Formally, the tracing procedure can be formally expressed as T race(T, c̃) → i,
where T = {Ti |∀ prover i}.
3.6

Revocation

For each revoked prover v, revocation token Tv is provided to the verifier. After a prover
has passed the test expressed in equation (7), formula (10) is computed and then equation (11) is tested to find if the prover in the verification procedure has been revoked.

4

Security Proofs

This section report the main results of security analysis. Due to space limit, we leave
the detailed proofs to the appendixes in the full version of this paper [49].
4.1

Correctness

The correctness of the design is stated in Theorem 1 and proved in the following.
Theorem 1. The LA3 scheme is correct.
Proof. Consider that the verifier provides a challenge r10 , and then a prover u honestly
executes P rove(PKu , r10 ) and produces r20 , r = h(r10 |r20 ), k̂u,0,r , k̂u,1,r , k̂u,2,r , k̂u,3,r ,
au,1,r , au,2,r , Bu,r , êu,r , and F̂u,r . It holds that
[(k̂u,0,r )k1 au,1,r +k2 au,2,r +1 k̂u,2,r ]C(r) = g λu αβ(k1 +k2 su +1)C(r) ,

(12)

dˆBu,r = g dαβBu (r) , êlu,r = g αβeu l , F̂u,r = g αβFu (r) .

(13)

and
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Hence, due to Equation (2),
(g αβ )λu (k1 +k2 su +1)C(r)+Bu (r)d+eu l+Fu (r) = g 0 .

(14)

Next, the verifier runs the revocation algorithm as follows. For each revocation
α0 B (r)/(λ B

)

λu (su −1)(v·r+bv

v u,r
token Tv = (sv , λv , bv ) ∈ RT and γ = k̂u,0,rv
= g λv (sv −1)(u·r+bu ) , if
Tv = Tu = (su , λu , bu ) then γ = g; in this case, the verifier identifies prover u as a
revoked prover and outputs 0. Otherwise (i.e., Tv 6= Tu ), since λu , λv , su , sv , bu and bv
are all randomly picked from Zp , the probability for γ = g is 1/p which is negligible;
so the verifier outputs 1. To summarize,

(P rove(PKu , c̃) → r̃) ⇒ [(V erif y(VK, RT, c̃, c̃) → 1) ∨ (Tu ∈ RT)].
4.2

Non-frameability

Theorem 2. If the q-SDH problem is (t, )-hard, i.e., it cannot be solved with a probability greater than  in time t, then the LA3 scheme is (t0 , q + 1, n) non-frameable
where t0 = Θ(1) · t and n is the total number of provers.
Proof. See Appendix 1 in [49]. The main idea is that, if an adversary A wins the nonframeability game in time t, an algorithm B can be constructed to solve the q-SDH
problem in Θ(1) · t.
4.3

Traceability

To facilitate the proof of traceability, we first extend the LRSW problem and show its
equivalence to the original LRSW problem.
Definition 5. Extended LRSW Problem: given g, g k , g c1 , g c0 ∈ G (k, c1 , c0 ∈ Zp ),
and oracle O which on input s returns g 0 , (g 0 )k , (g 0 )[k·(s−1)+2]c1 and (g 0 )[k·(s−1)+2]c0 ,
where g 0 = g z for some z ∈ Zp , to compute g 00 , t, r, (g 00 )k and (g 00 )[k·(t−1)+2](c1 r+c0 ) ,
where g 00 6= g 0 ∈ G and t is different from any s that has been queried.
Lemma 1. If the LRSW problem is (t, )-hard, then the extended LRSW problem is
(t0 , )-hard where t0 = Θ(1) · t.
Proof. See Appendix 2 in [49].
The following theorem states that LA3 scheme meets the requirement of traceability.
Theorem 3. If the LRSW problem and the DDH problem are (t, )-hard, the proposed
authentication scheme is (t0 , ) traceable where t0 = Θ(1) · t.
Proof. See Appendix 3 in [49]. The proof considers two cases: (1) if A wins by providing a response that traces to a faked sw of some faked prover w, an algorithm B
can be constructed to solve the extended LRSW problem; (2) if A wins by providing
a response that traces to an existing su but a faked bw 6= bu , an algorithm B can be
constructed to solve the DDH problem. In both cases, we use the KEA3 assumption.
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4.4

Selfless Anonymity

The following theorem states that LA3 meets the requirement of selfless anonymity.
Theorem 4. Suppose the q-DDHI (q-Decisional Diffie-Hellman Inversion) problem is
(t, )-hard; i.e., no any algorithm can solve the problem with advantage greater than
 in time t. Then the LA3 scheme is (t0 , m, 0.5 + 2n2 ) selflessly anonymous where
t0 = Θ(1) · t, m = bq/2c + 1 and n is the total number of provers.
Proof. See Appendix 4 in [49]. The proof shows that, if there is adversary algorithm A
winning the selfless anonymity game with advantage 0 in time t0 , an algorithm B can
be constructed to solve the q-DDHI problem with advantage 0.50 /n2 in time Θ(1) · t0 .
This is equivalent to that, if q-DDHI problem is (t, )-hard, there is no algorithm can
win the selfless anonymity game with advantage 2n2  in time Θ(1) · t.

5
5.1

Implementation and Evaluation
Implementation

We have implemented the LA3 scheme based on an elliptic cyclic group. Specifically,
we use the elliptic cryptographic primitives contributed by FlexiProvider [28]. When
using the ECC libraries, we adopt the recommended elliptic curve parameters specified
by secp160r1 [42].
We compare the performance of LA3 with that of the group signature scheme proposed by Boneh and Shacham [11], denoted as the BS scheme in this paper. We implemented BS based on java paring-based cryptographic (jPBC) library to enable the
operations on the bilinear maps [2,23]. We adopted the type A curve in our implementation, which is the fastest curve to compute the pairing operations based on the
benchmark results from jPBC [1]. Note that, the above settings make both LA3 and BS
to have the same 80-bit level of security.
5.2

Performance Comparison with the BS Scheme [11]

We measured the performance of LA3 and BS on a laptop computer with 1.83 GHz
Genuine Intel (R) processor and 3 GB of RAM. The experimental results reported below
are the averaged results of over 100 experimental runs.
Computational efficiency BS spends about 1611 milliseconds to generate a group signature and about 1807 milliseconds to verify a group signature. In contrast, LA3 spends
only about 66 milliseconds at the prover and the verifier side, respectively, for each
authentication transaction. LA3 outperforms BS because BS needs pairing operations
while LA3 does not, and also the exponential and pairing operations over groups support bilinear mapping are much more expensive than the exponential operation over
elliptic cyclic group. Particularly, for bilinear map e : G × G → GT that we use on
type A curve, an exponentiation computation on group G takes 115 milliseconds and a
pairing computation takes 150 milliseconds, while an exponential computation on elliptic curve secp160r1 only takes 12 milliseconds. To check whether a prover has been
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revoked or not, both BS and LA3 require only the verifier to check a revocation list.
Table 1 compares the revocation cost between the two schemes: LA3 is more efficient
than BS; particularly, LA3 needs only 4.4% of the time needed by BS.
Table 1. Checking Time (millisecond) vs. Number of Revoked Provers
Number of Revoked Provers
10 20 30
40
50
60
70
80
Time for Checking Revoked Provers (BS Scheme) 2965 5878 8859 11754 14772 17660 20910 23932
Time for Checking Revoked Provers (LA3 Scheme) 132 262 401 522 655 785 926 1061

Bandwidth consumption In terms of bandwidth consumption for each verification transaction, BS needs to transmit 2 elements from the bilinear group and 5 elements from
Zp . Based on the type A curve that we use in the experiment, each element from Zp
takes 20 bytes and each element from the bilinear group takes 128 bytes. Hence, the
total signature size is 356 bytes. As the element from the bilinear group can be denoted
as compressed version, which is 65 bytes, the total length of a group signature in BS
is 230 bytes in the compressed format. Note that the length of group signature in BS
scheme can be shorter if other curves such as type D curve is used [1]. However, this
benefit is paid by the overhead of degraded computational efficiency. In order to show
the computational efficiency of the proposed scheme, we choose type A curve when
implementing BS scheme as type A curve is the fastest curve for pairing operation.
With LA3 , the prover needs to submit 6 points from the elliptic curve and 4 elements from Zp . As the secp160r1 elliptic curve we used in the experiment is 160-bit
elliptic curve, each element from Zp takes 20 bytes and each point from elliptic curve
can be represented by 41 bytes. Hence, the total bandwidth consumption of LA3 is 326
bytes. Note that, each point from elliptic curve can also be represented by the compressed version, which takes 21 bytes. Hence, by using the compressed representation,
the bandwidth consumption of LA3 is 206 bytes.
5.3

Performance Comparison with Other VLR Group Signature Schemes

As LA3 is a verifier-local revocation (VLR) group signature scheme, we also analyze
the computational costs of other VLR group signature schemes such as [38,39,40] and
compare their costs with that of LA3 in Table 2. As we can see, LA3 is much more
efficient than all these schemes because (i) LA3 needs no pairing operation and smaller
number of exponential operations, and (ii) the exponential operation over a regular multiplicative group is much more efficient than that in a group support pairing operations.

6

Related Work

Group signature schemes Since Chaum and van Heyst introduced the group signature
concept in 1991 [21], researchers have proposed a large number of group signature
schemes [19,4,5,17,11,10,18,16,43,38,40,30,25,37,24,3,13,14,27].
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Table 2. Comparison of Computational Costs among Group Signature Schemes [11,38,39,40]
Schemes

Signing

Verification

LA3
6E
(6 + |RL|)E
BS Scheme [11]
8E+2P
6E+(3 + 2|RL|)P
Scheme [38]
10E+1P
6E+(2 + |RL|)P
Scheme [39]
6E+1P
3E+(2 + 2|RL|)P
Scheme [40] (6 + 8|RL|)E (9 + 8|RL|)E + 3|RL|P
E and P : exponential and pairing operations, respectively; |RL|: number of revoked users.

Based on the cryptographic assumptions they rely on, the classic group signature
schemes can be briefly summarized as follows. Some schemes [4,5,17,16,43] are based
on the strong RSA and decisional Diffie Hellman assumptions. An exemplified scheme
was proposed by Ateniese et al. [4], which was improved to support membership revocation in [5,17] at the cost of degraded efficiency. Camenisch and Groth [16] then
proposed a scheme with an order of magnitude better efficiency and support of revocation. Later on, Boneh et al. designed short group signature schemes based on bilinear
maps [11,10]. The security of the design relies on the strong Diffie-Hellman and the Decision Linear assumptions. Since then, various other group signatures built on bilinear
maps have been proposed in [18,3,38,13,14,27,40,37,24].
Based on the approaches for revocation, the classic group signature schemes can
also be summarized as follows. In early group signature schemes, when revocation occurs, the authority needs to change the group public key, and redistributes the secret
keys of all non-revoked members [19,4]. An improved revocation mechanism was to
broadcast a message to all signers and verifiers such that non-revoked members can update their secret keys while revoked users cannot [17,10,16]. Recently, schemes [37,24],
in which the revocation overhead is constant independently of the number of revoked
members, have been proposed. However, the feature of constant revocation overhead in
scheme [37]
√ is achieved in the cost of large storage overhead, as the size of its public
key is O( N ), where N is the total number of group members. Scheme [24] shifts
the quadratic computational cost O(N R) to the group manager, where N and R are
the total number of group members and number of revoked members; both the signer
and verifier then need to update some information computed by the group manager for
generating and verifying signature respectively. With a different approach, revocation
can only affect the verifier [5,11,38,39,40], provers do not need to know the revocation,
and the authority needs not to be contacted by provers for revocation; however, the cost
for verifying a signature scheme has to be linearly dependent on the number of revoked
users. Such approach is called verifier local revocation (VLR).
Comparing to the above group signature schemes, our proposed LA3 is more computationally efficient than any of them, and LA3 is a VLR scheme in which revocation
is transparent to provers. As scheme [11] (called BS scheme hereafter) is the most similar to LA3 and it has many applications [41,48,32,35], we provide the following more
detailed comparison: LA3 is similar to the BS scheme in that, they both provide selfless anonymity for provers (signers) and the tracing and revocation capabilities for the
trusted authority, and they are both VLR schemes. They are different in that, the BS
scheme can publish public group keys to allow everyone knowing the public key to perform verification. LA3 , on the other hand, only allows the so-called verifier, which is
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typically the group manager in practical systems, to verify signatures. However, LA3
has the feature of non-frameability; that is, it is hard for any coalition of group members
(including the group manager) to impersonate an innocent group member. Therefore,
we expect LA3 will still be useful in many practical scenarios due to the following
reasons: First, in many cases (e.g., authentication for resources access [41]), only the
group manager needs to perform verification. Second, with LA3 , only group manager
can forge fake signature that cannot trace to any valid group member; hence, if an
untraceable signature is found, it can be determined that the group manager must be
responsible for it. This feature can deter a group manager from forging signatures.
More recently, research on group signature [25,33,31,34,20,6,12] has been focused
on developing schemes that remain secure post-quantum.
Accountable and anonymous authentication schemes As group signature schemes provide anonymity and traceability, numerous accountable and anonymous authentication
schemes have been proposed based on the application of group signature schemes. For
example, EPID [15], PEACE [41] and schemes [48,32,35] are proposed on top of the
short group signature schemes [11,10] devised by Boneh et al. These schemes need
to conduct pairing and exponentiation operations over bilinear maps, which are computational extensive. Hence, considerable delay and computational overheads may be
introduced when the prover and/or the verifier are resource-constrained. Compared to
these schemes, the LA3 scheme is more efficient and thus provides a lightweight alternative for accountable and anonymous authentication.

7

Conclusions

The paper presents LA3 , a lightweight accountable and anonymous authentication scheme
for resource-constrained devices. The proposed design is based on the hardness of the
DDH, q-SDH, q-DDHI and LRSW problems, as well as the knowledge of exponent
assumption. We have proved that the LA3 scheme has the security properties of nonframeability, traceability and selfless anonymity in the random oracle model. The LA3
scheme has also been implemented and compared to several classic group signature
schemes. The results showed that the LA3 achieves much higher computational efficiency, which makes it more applicable to resource-constrained devices.
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Appendix 1 Proof of Theorem 2 (Non-frameability)
This proof shows that, if an adversary A wins the non-frameability game in time t, an
algorithm B can be constructed to solve the q-SDH problem in Θ(1) · t.
q
Suppose B is given (q+1)-tuple: (g̃, g̃ γ , · · · , g̃ γ ) ∈ Gq+1 . Using the technique
in the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [9], we can obtain certain g ∈ G and q-1 SDH pairs
R
(x1 , A1 ), · · · , (xq , Aq ), where xi ←
− Zp and Ai = g 1/(γ+xi ) for i ∈ {1, · · · , q − 1}.
Then, B, acting as the challenger, plays with A in the non-frameability game as follows.
Phase I: Initialization. B runs SystemInit(1κ ) to obtain SS = {k1 , k2 , d, l, C(x)},
ˆ Let n be the total
and runs V erif ierInit(SS) to obtain VK = {k1 , k2 , l, C(x), d}.
R
number of provers and w ←
− {1, · · · , n}. For each prover u ∈ {1, · · · , n} \ {w},
B runs P roverInit(SS, u) to obtain PKu = {k̂u,0 , k̂u,1 , su , Bu (x), êu , F̂u (x)}. To
00
initialize prover w, B picks sw and q − 1 distinct numbers, denoted as r100 , · · · , rq−1
,
00
randomly from Zp . A set Ω is created to contain 3-tuples (∗, ri , xi ) (i = 1, · · · , q)
where ∗ represents an empty placeholder and each xi is a part of the SDH pair (xi , Ai ).
Phase II: Queries. B responds to queries issued by A as follows.
Corruption of the verifier: B returns VK.
Corruption of a prover u: If u = w, failure is declared and the game exits. Otherwise,
B returns PKu .
Authentication for prover v: If q − 1 authentication queries have been served on prover
v, failure is declared and the game exits. If v 6= w, B responds according to the authentication protocol in Section 3.4. If v = w and the pending query is the i-th (i ≤ q)
authentication query on w, B responds as follows: The challenge provided by the adversary is denoted as c̃ = {ri0 }. In Ω, the 3-tuple (∗, ri00 , xi ) is replaced with (ri0 , ri00 , xi ).
R

bw,i , α, ξ ←
− Zp . h(ri0 |ri00 ) = xi and bw,i = (γ +xi )αβ for some β are assumed. Hence,
αβ

g 1/(γ+xi ) = g bw,i , and therefore g β = (g 1/(γ+xi ) )bw,i /α . Then, B generates response
R
r̃ as {ri00 , aw,1,i , aw,2,i , bw,i , k̂w,0,i , k̂w,1,i , k̂w,2,i , k̂w,3,i , êw,i , fˆw,i }, where êw,i ←
− G,
k1
aw,1,i = 2α + ξ − 1, aw,2,i = α(sw + 1) + ξ − 1, k̂w,0,i = g β , k̂w,1,i = k̂w,0,i
, k̂w,2,i =
α(1+k1 +k2 sw )C(xi ) ˆbw,r l
(k̂w,0,i )−ξ , k̂w,3,i = (k̂w,1,i )−ξ , and F̂u,i = [k̂
d
ê ]−1 .
w,0,i

w,i

Hash function h(): When A queries h(r1 |r2 ), B searches Ω to find (ri0 , ri00 , xi ) such
R

that ri0 = r1 and ri00 = r2 . If a match is found, xi is returned. Otherwise, y ←
− Zp \
{x1 , · · · , xq } is returned. Meanwhile, consistency is maintained; that is, hashing on the
same pair of (r1 , r2 ) always returns the same value.
Phase III: Adversary’s Output. Finally, A outputs the following transaction transcript: c̃ = {r10 } and r̃ = {r20 , a01 , a02 , b0 , k̂00 , k̂10 , k̂20 , k̂30 , ê0 , F̂ 0 }.
If A wins the game, the transcript can trace to a prover w0 . As w is randomly
placed among the n provers, w0 = w with probability 1/n. In this case, a new SDH
0
0
0
0
pair (x0 , g 1/(γ+x ) ) can be derived, where x0 = h(r10 , r20 ) and (k̂00 )(a2 −a1 )/[(sw −1)b ] =
0
0
g 1/(γ+x ) , which can be used to further derive g̃ 1/(γ+x ) also using the technique in the
proof of Lemma 3.2 in [9]. Hence, the q-SDH problem is solved.
Therefore, if the q-SDH problem cannot be solved with probability greater than  in
time t, the LA3 scheme is (Θ(1) · t, q, n) non-frameable. That is, the probability for
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A to win the Non-frameability Game is not greater than n in Θ(1) · t, where the total
number of authentication queries towards each prover is no more than q.

Appendix 2 Proof of Lemma 1
This proof shows that, if algorithm A solves the extended LRSW problem in time t,
algorithm B can be constructed to solve the LRSW problem in Θ(1) · t. Suppose B is
provided with g, g x , g y ∈ G (where x,y ∈ Zp ) and an oracle O that can answer queries
as specified in the definition of the LRSW problem. B provides to A with
g, g k = g y , g c1 = g x , g c0 = (g x )α ,
where α is randomly picked from Zp . Then, B answers oracle queries form A as follows. When A queries with input s, B queries oracle O with input s0 = (s − 1)/2 and
obtains
0
g 0 , (g 0 )y , (g 0 )s xy+x = (g 0 )(s−1)xy/2+x .
Then it computes and returns to A the following:
0

g 0 , (g 0 )k = (g 0 )y , (g 0 )[k(s−1)+2]c1 = (g 0 )x[y(s−1)+2] = [(g 0 )s xy+x ]2 ,
(g 0 )[k(s−1)+2]c0 = [(g 0 )[k(s−1)+2]c1 ]α .
At the end of queries, suppose A solves the extended LRSW problem by returning
g 00 , t, r, (g 00 )k , A = (g 00 )[k(t−1)+2](c1 r+c0 ) .
Then, algorithm B solves the LRSW problem as follows. It lets t0 = (t − 1)/2 and
returns
0
g 00 , t0 , (g 00 )y = (g 00 )k , (g 00 )t xy+x = A1/[2(r+α)] .

Appendix 3 Proof of Theorem 3 (Traceability)
This proof shows that, if an adversary A wins the traceability game in time t, either the
DDH problem or the extended LRSW problem can be solved in Θ(1)·t. Specifically, the
proof considers two cases: (i) if A wins by providing a response that traces to a faked
sw of some faked prover w, an algorithm B can be constructed to solve the extended
LRSW problem; (ii) if A wins by providing a response that traces to an existing su but
a faked bw 6= bu , an algorithm B can be constructed to solve the DDH problem. In both
cases, we use the KEA3 assumption.
Case I: A wins by providing a response that traces to a faked sw . Given g, g k2 , g c0 , g c1
R
∈ G (where k2 , c0 , c1 ←
− Zp ), and oracle O that can answer queries as specified in the
extended LRSW problem, we construct algorithm B that acts as the challenger in the
traceability game, as follows.
R
R
Phase I: Initialization. B picks dˆ ←
− G, l ←
− Zp , and let k1 = 1 − k2 .
Phase II: Queries and Responses. When A issues a corruption query for prover u,
0
0
B responds PKu = {su , k̂u,0 , k̂u,1 , bu , êu , F̂u,1 , F̂u,1
, F̂u,0 , F̂u,0
}, which is generated
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R

as follows: B first picks su ←
− Zp and calls Oracle O on input su to obtain g 0 , (g 0 )k2 ,
0 [(su −1)k2 +2]c1
0 [(su −1)k2 +2]c0
(g )
and (g )
. Given that k1 = 1 − k2 , it hence obtains
k̂u,0 = g 0 , k̂u,1 = g 0 /(g 0 )k1 .
R

(15)

R

Also, it picks bu ←
− Zp , êu ←
− G. Finally, it computes
g10 = (g 0 )(k1 +k2 su +1)c1 = (g 0 )[(su −1)k2 +2]c1 ,
g00 = (g 0 )(k1 +k2 su +1)c0 = (g 0 )[(su −1)k2 +2]c0 ,

(16)
(17)

R

picks up x1 , x2 ←
− Zp , and computes

fˆu,0

0
= [g10 dˆbu,1 ]−1−x1 ,
fˆu,1 = [g10 dˆbu,1 ]−x1 , fˆu,1
= ((g 0 dˆbu,0 )−1 /êl )x2 , fˆu,0 = ((g 0 dˆbu,0 )−1 /êl )1−x2 .
0

u

0

u

(18)
(19)

Note that, the above initialization ensures that
(k +k2 su +1)c1

k̂u,01

0
dˆfˆu,1 fˆu,1
= g0 ,

(k +k2 su +1)c0 ˆbu l ˆ
0
d êu fu,0 fˆu,0

k̂u,01

= g0 .

(20)

When A issues an authentication query for prover u, B responds according to the
authentication protocol in Section 3.4.
R
When A issues a hashing query h(r1 |r2 ) with certain r1 , r2 ∈ Zp , B returns r ←
−
Zp . Consistency is maintained to ensure the same pair of (r1 , r2 ) is always hashed to
the same value.
R
Phase III: Challenge. The challenger sends r10 ←
− Zp to A.
Phase IV: Post-Challenge Queries. This phase is the same as Phase II.
Phase V: Adversary’s Response. A outputs the following response from a real or
faked prover w:
r20 , aw,1,r , aw,2,r , Bw,r , êw,r , F̂w,r ,
k̂w,0,r , k̂w,1,r = (k̂w,0,r )k1 , k̂w,2,r = (k̂w,0,r )−ξ , k̂w,3,r = (k̂w,2,r )k1 ,

(21)

where r = h(r10 |r20 ).
If A wins, B acts as follows. First, due to the KEA3 assumption, ξ encoded in
k̂w,2,r can be found out. Then, B can compute α = (aw,1,r − ξ + 1)/2 and sw =
(aw,2,r − ξ + 1)/α − 1.
If sw is different from any su that has been queried before, B computes
0
0
0
g 00 = k̂0,r
, (g 00 )k1 = k̂1,r
, (g 00 )k2 = g 00 /k̂1,r
,
0
1
(g 00 )(k1 +k2 s +1)(c1 r+c0 ) =
.
0
0
l
(ê ) F̂ 0 dˆbr
r

(22)
(23)

r

0

Then, it outputs g 00 , s0 , r, (g 00 )k1 , (g 00 )k2 , and (g 00 )(k1 +k2 s +1)(c1 r+c0 ) to solve the extended LRSW problem; due to Lemma 1, it also solves the LRSW problem.
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Case II: A wins by generating a response that traces to an existing su but a faked bw 6=
bu . We construct algorithm B, which is given g, g a , g b and g c and asked to find out if
c = ab. B acts as the challenger to play with A in the traceability game similarly as in
Case I, except for Phase I and the corruption query of Phase II which are detailed as
follows.
R
In Phase I, B first picks k0 , k1 , t ←
− Zp and let k2 = 1 − k1 . Also, it initializes the
verifier by setting
c1 = (c − a)/(b − 1), c0 = r0 · c1 ,
(ab−c)/(b−1)
ˆ
d=g
, l = (ab − c)/(1 − b) + t.

(24)

In Phase II, B responds to a corruption query for prover u as follows.
–
–
–
–

R

ri,1 , bi , si ←
− Zp and ri,2 ← 1 − ri,1 ;
Bi (x) = x + bi , êi = g bi −r0 ;
k̂i,0 = (g ri,1 (g b )ri,2 )1/(k1 +k2 su +1) , k̂i,1 = (k̂i,0 )k1 ;
0
0
0 k0 −k0 ·t
fˆi,1 = (g a )−ri,1 , fˆi,1
= (g c )−ri,2 , fˆi,0 = (fˆi,1 )k0 g bi ·t , fˆi,0
= (fˆi,1
) g
.

Note that, the above initialization also ensures Eq.(20) to hold.
Assume A returns a valid response as specified in Equ.(21). As in Case I, ξ, α and
sw can be derived from the response of A. If sw = su for some prover u that has been
queried, B proceeds as follows; otherwise, it aborts.
Also due to KEA3 assumption, v1 and v2 can be found such that k̂w,0,r = (g v1 g bv2 )1/(k1 +K2 su +1) ;
Bw,r
− r.
obviously, β = v1 + v2 . Further, let bw = αβ
Next, we construct the following response that prover u can generate with the above
r, α, v1 , v2 and ξ:
au,1,r = aw,1,r , au,2,r = aw,2,r , Bu,r = αβ(bu + r), êu,r = g αβ(bu −k0 ) , (25)
k̂u,0,r = (g v1 g v2 )1/(k1 +k2 su +1) = k̂w,0,r , k̂u,1,r = (k̂u,0,r )k1 , (26)
k̂u,2,r = (k̂u,0,r )−ξ = k̂w,2,r , k̂u,3,r = (k̂u,2,r )k1 , (27)
0
0
F̂u,r = (F̂u,1 F̂u,1
)αβr (F̂u,0 F̂u,0
). (28)

Since the response from prover u is valid and the response from the faked prover w is
assumed valid,
ˆ αβ(r+bu ) (êu,r )l = F̂u,r ,
(k̂u,0,r )(k1 +k2 su +1)(c1 r+c0 ) (d)

(29)

ˆ αβ(r+bw ) (êw,r )l = F̂w,r .
(k̂w,0,r )(k1 +k2 su +1)(c1 r+c0 ) (d)

(30)

and
Hence,
ˆ αβ(bw −bu ) (êw,r /êu,r )l = (F̂w,r /F̂u,r )
(d)
⇒ (g

αβ(bw =bu ) (ab−c)/(b−1)

)

(ab−c)/(1−b)+t

(êw,r /êu,r )

(31)
= (F̂w,r /F̂u,r )

(32)

αβ(bw =bu )

⇒(

F̂w,r /F̂u,r
g
)(ab−c)/(b−1) =
.
êw,r /êu,r
(êw,r /êu,r )t

Now, we have the following subcases:

(33)
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F̂

/F̂

w,r
u,r
– Subcase I: (êw,r
/êu,r )t 6= 1. In this case, ab 6= c, and hence the DDH problem is
solved.
F̂w,r /F̂u,r
– Subcase II: (êw,r
/êu,r )t = 1.
• Subcase II-(a): g αβ(bw −bu ) 6= êw,r /êu,r . In this case, ab = c holds; hence the
DDH problem is solved.
• Subcase II-(b): g αβ(bw −bu ) = êw,r /êu,r . In this case, g αβ(bw −bu )t is equal
to F̂w,r /F̂u,r which is known; as αβ(bw − bu ) is also known, g t should be
known to the adversary. This however contradicts with the security of ElGamal
encryption because of the following reasons. For every prover i corrupted by
A, it obtains the following information related to t includes

0
0
(fˆi,1 , fˆi,1
= fˆi,1 g bi t ); (fˆi,0 , fˆi,0
= fˆi,0 g k0 t ),

(34)

which are the cipher texts of g bi t and g k0 t with private key k0 . If g t is known,
Elgamal encryption is broken and thus the DDH is broken due to the equivalence of the Elgamal encryption and the DDH problem [].
To summarize, if neither the LRSW or the DDH problem can be solved with probability greater than  in time t, the probability for A to win the Traceability Game cannot
be greater than  in Θ(1) · t.

Appendix 4 Proof of Theorem 4 (Selfless Anonymity)
2

q

Suppose B is provided with (g 0 , (g 0 )γ , (g 0 )γ , · · · , (g 0 )γ ) and (g 0 )1/(γ+y) , and is requested to determine if y = 0.
Let xi (i = 1, · · · , q) be picked from Zp uniformly at random. Using the algorithm
presented in the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [9], B can obtain a certain g ∈ G and q − 1
2
SDH pairs (xi , g 1/(γ+xi ) ) (i = 1, · · · , q − 1) regarding g and γ, from (g 0 , (g 0 )γ , (g 0 )γ ,
q
· · · , (g 0 )γ ).
B can also obtain g 00 from (g 0 )1/(γ+y) such that g 00 = g 1/γ if and only if y = 0.
Qq−1
More specifically, g 00 is computed as follows. Let f (γ) = i=1 (γ + xi ). Expand
Pq−1
f and write f (γ) as i=0 fi γ i , where fi ∈ Zp are the coefficients of f . Suppose
g = (g 0 )θf (γ) , where θ ∈ Zp is randomly selected in the aforementioned course of
generating g and the q − 1 SDH pairs. Then, B computes
[(g 0 )1/(γ+y) ]f0 θ
} .
g 00 = { Qq−2
0 −fi+1 γ i
i=0 (g )

(35)

Note that, if y = 0, g 00 can be rewritten as
[(g 0 )1/(γ) ]f0
g 00 = { Qq−2
}θ
0 )−fi+1 γ i
(g
i=0
={

[(g 0 )1/(γ) ]f0
(g 0 )−

= {(g 0 )

Qq−2
i=0

Pq−1
i=0

fi+1 γ i

fi γ i θ/γ

0 θf (γ) 1/γ

= {(g )

}

}θ

(36)
(37)

}

(38)

.

(39)
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In the rest of the proof, we are to show that if A can win the selfless anonymity game
with advantage , then whether g 00 = g 1/γ (equivalent to whether y = 0) can be determined by B with advantage 0.5/n2 where n is the number of provers. B plays with A
in the selfless anonymity game as follows.
Phase I: Initialization. B initializes the system and the verifier, and thus obtains the
set of system-wide parameters, i.e., SS = {k1 , k2 , d, l, C(x)}, and the verification key
ˆ
for the verifier, i.e., VK = {k1 , k2 , l, C(x), d}.
B randomly picks i0 and i1 from {1, · · · , n}. For each prover u 6∈ {i0 , i1 }, B initializes prover u and obtains the proof key for it, i.e., PKu = {k̂u,0 , k̂u,1 , su , Bu (x), êu , F̂u (x)}.
For provers i0 and i1 , B randomly pick si0 , si1 , zi0 and zi1 from Z. It also creates a set
Ω which initially contains 3-tuples: (∗, ∗, xj∗2−1 + zi0 ) and (∗, ∗, xj∗2 + zi1 ) for every
j = 1, · · · , bq/2c and each ∗ represents an empty placeholder.
Phase II: Pre-Challenge Queries and Responses. The adversary can issue the following types of queries which are responded by the challenger.
– Corruption of the verifier. When A issues a corruption query on the verifier, B
returns VK.
– Corruption of prover u. If A requests to corrupt prover u ∈ {1, · · · , n} \ {i0 , i1 },
B returns PKu . Otherwise, failure is declared and the game exits.
– Authentication for prover v. If v 6∈ {i0 , i1 }, B responds according to the authentication protocol in Section 3.4.
Otherwise (i.e., v ∈ {i0 , i1 }), if the number of authentication queries on v has
exceeded bq/2c, failure is declared and the game exits. Now, let the query be the
j 0 -th query on v and the challenge proposed by the adversary be c̃ = {rv0 }, B
responds as follows. Let j = 2j 0 − 1 if v = i0 ; or, j = 2j 0 otherwise. Then B
responds based on (xj + zv , g 1/(γ+xj ) ), which is a valid SDH pair regarding g and
γ − zv . Specifically, B randomly picks rv00 , Bv,r , α and ξ from Zp , êv,r from G, and
sets r = xj + zv . Meanwhile, in Ω, the 3-tuple (∗, ∗, r) is replaced with (rv0 , rv00 , r).
Then, it computes
k1
k̂v,0,r = (g 1/(γ+xj ) )Bv,r /α , k̂v,1,r = k̂v,0,r
,
−ξ

k̂v,2,r = (k̂v,0,r )

−ξ

, k̂v,3,r = (k̂v,1,r )

(40)

,

(41)

av,1,r = 2α + ξ − 1, av,2,r = α(sv + 1) + ξ − 1,
α(k +k s +1)
F̂v,r = [k̂ 1 2 v dˆBv,r êl ]−1 .

(42)

v,0,r

v,r

(43)

The above is returned as r̃.
– Hash function h(): When A queries h(r1 |r2 ), B searches Ω to find if there is a 3tuple (ri0 , ri00 , x0i ) such that ri0 = r1 and ri00 = r2 . If a match is found, x0i is returned.
Otherwise, a number is randomly picked from Zp \ {zi0 , zi1 , x1 + zi0 , x2 + zi1 ,
· · · , xbq/2c∗2−1 + zi0 , xbq/2c∗2 + zi1 } and returned. Meanwhile, consistency is
maintained; hashing on the same pair of (r1 , r2 ) always results in the same value.
Phase III: Challenge. The adversary selects two provers u0 and u1 that have not been
queried. If {u0 , u1 } 6= {i0 , i1 }, failure is declared and the game exits. Otherwise, the
challenger randomly picks x from 0 or 1, and presents an authentication transcript r̃ in
response to challenges c̃ presented by the adversary, based on (zux , g 00 ). Specifically, in
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response to r10 , B picks r20 , Bux ,r , α and ξ from Zp , êux ,r from G, and sets r = zux .
Meanwhile, 3-tuple (r10 , r20 , r) is injected into Ω. Next, it computes
k̂ux ,0,r = (g 00 )Bux ,r /α , k̂ux ,1,r = k̂uk1x ,0,r ,
k̂ux ,2,r = (k̂ux ,0,r )−ξ , k̂ux ,3,r = (k̂ux ,1,r )−ξ ,

(44)

aux ,1,r = 2α + ξ − 1, aux ,2,r = α(sux + 1) + ξ − 1,
α(k +k s +1)
F̂u ,r = [k̂ 1 2 ux dˆBux ,r êl ]−1 .

(45)

x

ux ,0,r

ux ,r

(46)

The above is presented as r̃.
Phase IV: Post-Challenge Queries and Responses. The same as Phase II except that
corruption queries cannot be made on the selected provers.
Phase V: Adversary’s Response. A outputs x0 ∈ {0, 1} which is a guess of x chosen
by B. If x0 = x, B returns y = 0 with probability 1 − /2; otherwise, it returns y 6= 0.
The game may abort if the adversary makes a corruption query on prover i0 or i1 in
Phase II, or it does not choose {u0 , u1 } = {i0 , i1 } in Phase III. Suppose the adversary
has corrupted k provers in Phase II, the probability that it does not corrupted i0 or i1
k
is Cn−2
/Cnk , and the probability that it chooses {u0 , u1 } = {i0 , i1 } in Phase III is
2
1/Cn−k . Hence, the probability for the game to succeed is
k
Cn−2
2
=
> 2/n2 .
2
k
Cn Cn−k
n(n − 1)

For each successful game, there are two cases: (i) When y = 0 is true, g 00 = g 1/γ ;
hence, (zux , g 00 ) is a valid SDH pair regarding g and γ − zux . If A wins with advantage
, the probability for x0 = x is 0.5 +  and hence the probability for B to return y = 0
is (0.5 + )(1 − 0.5) = 0.5 +  − 0.25 − 0.52 > 0.5 + 0.25. That is, the advantage
gained by B is at least 0.25. (ii) When y = 0 is false, (zux , g 00 ) is not a SDH pair
regarding g and γ − zux ; that is, the response based on (Zux , g 00 ) cannot trace to either
i0 or i1 . Hence A returns x0 as 0 or 1 randomly. So, the probability for x0 = x is 0.5
and therefore the probability for B to return y = 0 is 0.5(1 − 0.5) = 0.5 − 0.25. That
is, the probability for B to return y 6= 0 is 0.5 + 0.25; the advantage gained by B is
0.25.
To summarize, if A has probability greater than 0.5+ to win the selfless anonymity
game in time t, then B has probability greater than 0.5 + 0.25 · (2/n2 ) = 0.5 +
0.5/n2 to solve the q-DDHI problem in time Θ(1) · t. This is equivalent to that, if the
q-DDHI problem cannot be solved with probability greater than 0.5 +  in time t, then
the proposed scheme cannot win the selfless anonymity game with probability greater
than 0.5 + 0 in time t0 , where 0 = 2n2  and t0 = Θ(1) · t.

